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If G + O(V) is an orthogonal representation of the group G, then a double cover of G is deter- 
mined from the natural cover of the orthogonal group: { +l} + pin(V) + 0( V). If x is the 
character of G afforded by V, let hk) denote the element in the Schur multiplier of G determined 
by this double cover of G. Relations satisfied by this invariant are determined by making use of 
some properties of the standard embeddings of GL( V) and PGL( V) in 0( V@ P) and 0( V@ P) 
respectively. In particular, h(X + 2) = h(Xx) = 1 for any character x. 
1. Introduction 
Let q be a nondegenerate quadratic form defined on the finite-dimensional vector 
space V over a field K having characteristic different from 2. If O(V) denotes the 
usual orthogonal group and T(V) is the subgroup of the group of units of the 
Clifford algebra of I/ generated by the anisotropic vectors of V, then there exists 
a short exact sequence (nonsplit when dim V> 1) KX ~r( V) - O(V). A thorough 
treatment of the construction of the Clifford algebra and its properties may be 
found in [l]. Basic properties of this sequence are also summarized in the second 
section of [3]. 
An orthogonal representation of a group, say Q : G + O(V), is said to lift if ,Q fac- 
tors through a map G + r(V). This definition may be refined as follows. If E = f 1, 
then there is a homorphism NE : Z-(V) + KX which satisfies N’(O) = so2 = &q(u) for 
every anisotropic vector o in V. If pin&( l’) = ker NE, then the sequence { kl} 4 
pin”(V) + O(V) is exact except possibly at the right-most term. It may happen that 
an orthogonal representation Q : G + O(V) factors through a map G + pin”(V) in 
which case we say that it &-strongly lifts (or strongly lifts when there is no confusion 
about the choice of sign E). An orthogonal representation which lifts need not 
strongly lift even if the map pin”(V) -+ O(V) is surjective. 
The main results of this paper (Theorems A, B and C below) establish lifts for 
three naturally occuring orthogonal representations. 
If G is a finite group and Q is an orthogonal representation of G affording the 
character x (a Brauer character if char Kf 0), then the pullback to G of the sequence 
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given above determines an element (r of H2(G, KX ). By definition, a = 1 if and only 
if Q lifts. If M(G) denotes the Schur multiplier of G (a thorough treatment of M(G) 
may be found in [6]), let /Z(X) E M(G) denote the image of (Y under the natural map 
H2(G, KX) + M(G). For algebraically closed K, this map is one-to-one, and so in 
this case /Z(X) = 1 if and only if Q lifts. 
Nontriviality of h(x) of course implies that M(G) has even order, and it was the 
focus in [3] to find sufficient conditions guaranteeing the nontriviality of h(x). This 
present work is concerned with the opposite question of establising conditions for 
the triviality of h(x). Conditions like these shed some light on the relations that the 
function h must satisfy. The main theorems of this paper imply, in turn, each of 
the following relations: 
h(x+x? = 1, h(X) = h(X”) (x E 0 Char(G) U 0 Br(G)), 
h(x+K) = 1, WXK) = 1 
where o denotes any field automorphism with the property that (T is a p-power map 
on p’-roots of unity if x is a Brauer character. Here 0 Char(G) and 0 Br(G) denote 
the set of characters, respectively Brauer characters, afforded by orthogonal repre- 
sentations of G. Notice that in the last two relations there are no restictions on x. 
The first two relations appear in [4] and the method used there to establish these 
can be described as ‘local’: reduce to the 2-group case by using Gaschutz’ theorem, 
express the character as an induced character I,v’, relate Iz(I,v’) to the corestriction 
of h(w) (which are not generally equal) and work by induction. The last relation 
was also proved following this approach, but only in the case that x is real valued. 
One drawback of this ‘local approach’ is that is does not reveal why these relations 
should be true in the first place. More seriously, this approach does not seem to be 
adequate to prove h(~x) = 1 for all characters x. 
This last relation and Theorem B were stated as conjectures in [4]. Techniques 
developed here (especially in Theorems B and C) are geometric in flavor and better 
explain these relations. These also avoid some of the technical machinery developed 
at the end of [4] (especially in section 7 on ‘minimal pairs’) which were developed 
specifically for establishing relations. 
Theorem A. Let K be a quadratically closed field of characteristic different from 
2 and let K” and K2” denote the usual inner product spaces over K in which the 
form is represented by the appropriate identity matrix. If o E Aut(K) then the 
embedding O(K”) + O(K2”) given by g- (c g°C) lifts to a homomorphism O(K”) --f 
I(K2”). Moreover, the restriction of this embedding to the special orthogonal 
group SO(K”) -+ 0(K2”) strongly lifts. 
Some additional notation is needed for Theorems B and C. If V is a finite- 
dimensional vector space with dual p, then V@ P and V@ P are inner product 
spaces with respect to forms b@ and b@ satisfying 
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and 
b%,f), (u’, f’)) =f(u’)+f’(u) 
b@(u of, u’@f’) =f(o’)f’(u) 
where u, U’E I/ andf, f ‘E p. If g E GL( V) then let gT E GL( P) denote the usual map 
satisfying ((f)gT)(u) =f((u)g) for f e P and u E I/. In terms of matrices, gT is the 
transpose of g. It is readily checked that the map g @ (gT)-’ preserves b@ and 
g 0 (gT))’ preserves 6@. This gives rise to natural maps GL( V) + 0( V@ P) and 
GL( V) + 0( V@ P), the former being an embedding. Since the kernel of the latter 
map consists exactly of scalars, it may be regarded as an embedding PGL( V) + 
O(V@ P). 
Theorem B. If the characteristic of K is different from 2, then the natural embed- 
ding GL(V) -+ O(V@ P) lifts to a homomorphism GL(V) -r(V@ P). 
Theorem C. If the characteristic of K is not 2, then the natural map GL( V) + 
0( V@ P) lifts to a homomorphism GL( V) + r( V@ P). Moreover, if dim V is odd, 
the given map factors through a map PGL( V) + pin”(V) for both E = 1 and - 1 so 
that the given orthogonal representation strongly lifts. 
Notice that, unlike Theorem A, the last two results require no special hypothesis 
on the underlying field (other than char Kf2). 
As a way of motivating the use of these theorems, we mention that it is possible 
to determine h : 0 Char(G) + M(G) explicitly in some cases. Consider for example 
G = PSL,(4), a group well known to have the exceptional multiplier C, x C, x Cs . 
The characters of this group may be found in [7] or [2]. It is easy to check (using 
the Frobenius-Schur indicator: l/ 1 G 1 C,, G x(g’)) that every real valued character 
belongs to OChar(G). As G is perfect, h is a homomorphism [3, Lemma 6.71 and 
so it suffices to determine h on the Z-basis: 1, 20, 35,) 352, 35s) 45 + 45, 63,) 63,) 
and 64 (denoting an irreducible character by its degree, and a complex conjugate 
by an overbar). Since h(X) has order at most 2, h(l)= 1 and h(45.45)= 1 (by 
Theorem C), it follows that h(64) = 1 as 64 is the unique nonprincipal character oc- 
curing as a constituent of 45 .45 with odd multiplicity. Also, h(45 + 45) = 1, using 
Theorem B. Theorem A implies h(63,)= h(632) and these terms turn out to be 
trivial, as is h(20), by considering squares of other real characters (Theorem C 
again). 
It remains to determine h(35,). Elements of the form 
g= 
form a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. This element has order 4 iff ab#O and two such 
elements of order 4 are conjugate in G iff they have the same ratio a/b. If r E GF(4), 
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rf 0, then the set of group elements as above with a = br form an abelian subgroup 
of type C, x C,. Let A i, AZ, A, denote these three subgroups (one for each nonzero 
r in GF(4)) and fix ai E Ai of order 4. It follows that a,, a2 and a3 represent the 
three conjugacy classes of elements of order 4 in G. Notation can be chosen so that 
if Xi = 35, then 
Xi(aj) = -c 3 ifi=j, -1 ifi#j. 
These identities, together with Xi(u)=3 where u is an involution, imply 
and 
xi IA, = 3*1‘4,+2e 
XjIA,=Ai+Al+?t3+2@ (izj) 
where ,Q denotes the regular character of Ai and Ai, AZ, A3 are the three nonprincipal 
real (sign) characters of A;. Since h( 1 +X) = h(X), Theorem B implies h(Xi 1 A,) = 1 
while an application of [4, Theorem 2.51 shows h(Xj IA,)# 1 for i#j. Thus, h(Xi), 
h(X2) and h(Xs) are distinct and nontrivial in M(PSLs(4)). 
We note in passing that the above calculation also determines ‘most’ of the action 
of Aut(PSL,(4)) on M(PSL,(4)) since !z(X)~=~(X”) for a~Aut(G) is easily check- 
ed in any group. (The action on the Sylow 3-subgroup of M(PSL,(4)) is easily 
deduced from the natural 3-fold cover SL,(4) + PLS,(4).) 
Section 2 contains an elementary homomorphism extension theorem which will 
be used for the proof of Theorem C. This section also contains some easy computa- 
tional lemmas which show how to lift specific elements of the orthogonal group. 
Proofs of the three main theorems of this paper appear in Section 3. The proof of 
Theorem A is more elementary, and does not require anything from Section 2. 
2. Preparations 
This section contains an elementary homomorphism extension theorem which will 
be necessary for the proof of Theorem C (but not for Theorems A and B). The other 
results of this section concern explicit information about lifting particularly simple 
elements of O(V) to r(V). These will be useful in proving Theorems B and C. 
Curiously, even though Theorem A is also concerned with lifts, it will require none 
of the results of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of the group G, x an element of G and assume 
x $ H, x2 = 1 and G = H U HxH. Let L = H fl HX and write H as a disjoint union of 
double cosets, say H = u LyiL where y. EL. Assume for i # 0 that xyix = hixh,’ for 
hi, h,! E H. If @ : H+ C? is a group homomorphism and 2 E G is an element satisfy- 
ing the following conditions: 
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and 
.c2= 1, 
@(xix) = Z@(l)2 for all 1~ L, 
Z@(y;)Z = @(h,)%$(hJ for all i + 0, 
then there exists a unique extension rj : G --t e of @ satisfying I&X) = 2. 
Proof. Clearly, @ has at most one such extension. It is routine to check that if @ 
is extended to the double coset HxH by sending hxh’ to @(h)z@(h’), then this func- 
tion is well defined, and is a homomorphism. (The key observation throughout is 
that x normalizes L.) 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let V be a nondegenerate inner product space, and let u E C(V) be 
homogeneous of degree d (=0 or 1) which is also a unit. If (TE GL(V), det (T= 
(-l)d and (o)a=(-l)d~-l~~ for all UE V, then oeO(V), UET(V) and u is a lift 
for o. 
Proof. Squaring both sides of the equation (~)a = (-1)“~‘vu yields q((u)a) = q(u) 
where q is the underlying quadratic form. Hence 0 E O(V). Let t E r( V) be a lift for 
(T. Then (u)o = (- l)dt -‘ut also holds for all u E V. Hence, ut-’ centralizes V and the 
hypotheses on u imply ut-’ is in the even component C,(V) of C(V). Hence, 
ut-re Z(C( V)) 0 C,(V) =K and the lemma follows. 0 
Following standard terminology, if V is a nondegenerate inner product space, a 
subset {u, u} G V is called a hyperbolic pair if (u, u) = (w, w) = 0 and (u, w) = 1 
(= (w, u)). A hyperbolic plane in V is any two-dimensional subspace having a basis 
which is a hyperbolic pair. 
Lemma 2.3. Let V be a nondegenerate inner product space over K. 
(i) Suppose V= (Ku iKu’) I X where {u, u’} is a hyperbolic pair. Fix aE KX 
and let o : V+ V be the linear transformation determined by (u)a=a-‘u, (~‘)a= 
au’ and (x)a=x for all XEX. Then LEO and l++(a-1)uu’ is a lift for o. 
(ii) Suppose V= (Ku i Ku’) I (KwiKw’) I X where {u, u’} and {w, w’} are 
hyperbolic pairs. Fix b E K and let o : V + V be the linear transformation determined 
by 
(u)a = u, (u’)(o) = -bu + u’, 
(w)a = w+bw’, (w’)o = w’, 
and 
(x)a =x for all xeX. 
Then o E O(V) and 1 + + buw’ is a lift for o. 
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Proof. It is readily checked in the first case that the inverse of 1 + +(a - 1)~ is 
1 + +(a-’ - 1)~’ (using the relations uu’+ u’u = 2 and (00’)~ = 2~0’) and, in the se- 
cond case, the inverse of 1+ +buw’ is 1 - +buw’ (using (uw’)~ = 0). If u denotes one 
of these units, and o : I/-+ I/ is the corresponding given linear map, then det o= 1 
and u lies in the even component of the Clifford algebra. Lemma 2.3 now follows 
from Lemma 2.2 by verifying that y. u = u. (y)o for elements y chosen from a basis 
for V. 0 
3. Proofs of the three main theorems 
Theorem A does not require any special preparations, and may be dealt with first. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume all of the notation of Theorem A. Let V, = V2 = K” 
so that for g E O,(K) the action of g on Vt @ V2 is given by right multiplication by 
g @ ga. There exists a ring homomorphism B : C( Vt) + C( V,) satisfying 6(k) = k” 
for k E K and B(u) = u” for u E Vt where, as usual, u” is obtained from u by apply- 
ing o to each component. Regard C( V,) and C( V2) as subalgebras of C( 1/t 0 I’,) 
and let N : C( V, @ V,) + K be the usual norm map. Thus N(ot + u2) = u1 UT + u2 I$ E 
K for Ui E V, (where uT denotes the transpose of u). Notice N(B(u,)) = N(u#’ SO that 
B maps pin( V,) = ker N fl r( V,) to pin( V,). Now, for each g E O,(K) let ug be a fix- 
ed lift for the action of g on V, that lies in pin(V,); quadratic closure of K 
guarantees that this is possible. Thus, B(u,) is a lift in pin(V2) for the action of g 
on V,. Set G(g) = (l/_l)(‘-det g)‘2 u,r?(u,) so that @(g)E <J/?> .pin(Vt @ V,)C 
T( I/, 0 V2) is a lift for the action of g on Vt @ V2. 
For g, h E O,(K) we have u,uhu;,,t E {f l} and hence is fixed by 0. Thus, 
Also, &@,Quh = (_ 1)” -da &(I -det hV4 uh8(ug) and so by direct computation, @ is a 
homomorphism. 0 
Notice that the homomophism @ : O,(K) -+ T(K2”) found in the proof above ac- 
tually is a mapping into the subgroup (1/-1)pin(K2”). This subgroup cannot be 
replaced by pin”(K2”) for E = 1 or -1. (This even fails for n = 1.) 
The next two lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem B: 
Lemma 3.1. Let V be a nondegenerate inner product space which has the form 
V= (Ku, i Kw,) I ... I (Ku, i Kw,) where each { ui, wi} is a hyperbolic pair. Define 
SC C( V) to be the K-span of the set B of elements of the form 
(*) b = U;, Ui2.. . Vi, Wj, Wj2.. . Wjr 
where rrl and i,<...<i,., j,<...<j,.. Then S2CS and SnK={O}. 
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Proof. Since 1 and the set B form part of a basis for C(V), the second conclusion 
S flK= (0) readily follows. To prove S*Cs, it suffices to show B. bC S for all 
b E B. Let b have the form (*). If Vj, appears as one of the first r factors of (*), 
then b = +- uj, wj, * b’ where b’E B is a product of (r- 1)v;‘s followed by (r- l)Wj’s. 
Otherwise, b = + Vi, Wj, . b’ where 6’ is as before. Hence, we may assume r = 2 so 
that b = V;Wj. The inclusion Bvf WjC S now follows from the relation WiV; = 
-ui w;+ 2 (if needed) and the observation that at no point does an empty product 
of basis vectors occur except when it reduces to 0 (as v,’ = wJ’ = 0). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let U= (Kv, i Kw,) I .‘. I (Kv, iKw,) be an orthogonal direct sum 
of hyperplanes, and let ScC(U) be defined as in Lemma 3.1. Set V=Kv, + ..’ + 
Kv, and W= Kw, + . ..+Kw.. Ifa~O(U)satisfies(V)a~Vand(W)aCW, then 
IS has a unique lift in 1 + S. 
Proof. Suppose for fixed i, 15 iln and fixed aE KX that (ui)o=a-‘ui and 
(Vj)~= Vj for j+i. Then necessarily (as DE O(U)), (~;)(~=aw, and (~,)a= Wj for 
j#i. By Lemma 2.3(i), a lift for (T is l++(a-l)ujwj~I+S. 
Assume then for fixed i#j and fixed b E K that (Vj)o= -bv, + vJ and (ok)o= vk 
for k#j. Then (Wi)o=Wi+bWj and (w~)(T= wk for k#i. By Lemma 2.3(ii), 
l++bu;wjEl+S is a lift for o. 
Now, by elementary linear algebra, a general o E O(U) satisfying the hypothesis 
of the present lemma lies in the semigroup generated by the elementary linear 
transformations of the above two types. Since 1 + S is a semigroup (Lemma 3. l), 
(J lifts to an element of 1 + S. Any two lifts must be scalar multiples of each other, 
so uniqueness follows from S n K = (0). 0 
We are now ready for the second main theorem of this paper. 
Proof of TheoremB. Let {ui,...,u,} be a basis for Vand let {fi,...,f,}cPbe 
the dual basis (fi(u,) =aij). Also, let S be defined as in Lemma 3.1 using wj=h. If 
g E GL( V), let A(g) E 1 + S cT( V@ P) be the unique lift for the action of g on 
V@ p, which is g @ (gT)-‘, as guaranteed by Lemma 3.2. Then A( and A(gh) 
are the unique lifts in 1 +S for g @ (gT)-‘. h @ (hT)-’ =gh @ ((gh)T)-’ where 
g, hEGL(V). Therefore, clearly, J. is a homomorphism. 0 
We remark that the embedding GL( V) + 0( V@ I’) does not lift to a homomor- 
phism GL( V) + pin&( V@ P). To see this, let g = diag(-1, 1, . . . , 1) so that d(g) = 
1 - or (using in the proof = (1 - vi f,)(l -f, vl) = 
1- (vlfi +fi VJ = -1 so the only lifts of g @ (gT))’ in pin”(V@ V) are f-n(g), 
which are elements of order 4. 
It remains now to prove Theorem C. Toward this end, it will be convenient to 
introduce some notation that will be used throughout the remainder of this section. 
Fix, once and for all, a basis {v,, u2, . . . , u,} for the K-space V and let { fi, f2, . . . , 
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f,} c P be the corresponding dual basis (A(uj) = 6ij). Then { Ui @fj 1 1 I i, j<n} is 
a basis for V@ p. Notice that {u; @ fj, Vj Of;} is a hyperbolic pair for i#j and Ui @ 
f, is a unit vector. 
If Q is any (strict) total ordering on { 1,2, . . . , n} define (i, j) + (k, I) as well as 
ui @ fj< uk @fi if i-@ k or if i = k and j-+ 1. It is convenient to refer to Ui @ fj as an 
‘+-down-pair’ (or simply, a ‘down-pair’ when there is no confusion about 4) if 
je i, an ‘up-pair’ if i-+j, and as a ‘neutral pair’ if i =j. Of course, being unit vectors, 
neutral pairs are units in C(V@ P). Define B(4) to be the set of all products 
where rz 2 is an even integer, (il, j,) & a.. Q (i,, j,) and the number of e-down-pairs 
occuring in the product is at least r/2. Call r the length of b. Finally, let S( 9) denote 
the K-span of B(4). Notice, B(g) is a basis for S(e). 
Lemma 3.3. If 4 is any total ordering of { 1,2, . . . , n}, then S( 4)2 C S( 4) and 
KnS(*)={O}. 
Proof. The second assertion follows from the observation that {l} U B( 4) is a 
linearly independent set, and so it remains to prove B( 4)2 G S( 4). 
We first observe that any element of B( 4) having length r >2 is, up to a sign 
change, a product of two elements of B( 4), one of length 2 and the other of length 
r - 2. To see this, let t, t2 ... t,EB( e) be such a product. We use throughout that if 
k# I and { tkr tr} is not a hyperbolic pair, then tktl= -t/t,. Select i and j so that i<j 
and { ti, tj} is a hyperbolic pair, if possible. If this is not possible, then select i<j 
so that at least one of tj or tj is a down-pair, and at least r - 1 of the remaining tk’s 
are down-pairs. Clearly, titj may be moved to the left to form the beginning of the 
product (with a corresponding sign change of (-1)“j-I). The two factors belong 
to B(e) by construction. 
By the last paragraph, it suffices to prove B( 4). 1, t, c S( -4) whenever t, t2 E 
B(e) has length 2. Let s,...s,.~B(e) have length r. 
Consider first the case that neither t, nor t2 is an up-pair. Then t, t2 = -t2tl and 
at least one of these terms is a down-pair. If some Si is a down-pair and si E { tl, t2) 
then s, ... s,t, tz=O. This is so because, even if s occurs in s, “.s, where {s,si} is a 
hyperbolic pair, it must appear to the left of Si. Suppose then no down-pair in 
Sl “.s, occurs in { tl, t2}. If some si still belongs to {t,, t2}, say Si = tj, then i is unique 
and Si is a neutral pair. Clearly, tJ may be moved next to Si (with appropriate sign 
changes) where it is cancelled (as sitj=s,? = 1) and t,_j may be inserted, again with 
sign changes, to its correct location in the e-ordering. In all these cases, the result 
is +b for some Bob. 
Suppose now one of t,, t2 is an up-pair (the other is necessarily a down-pair). If 
{tl, tz} is a hyperbolic pair, then tl is up - and t, is down - because of the ordering 
chosen. If this is not a hyperbolic pair, then tl t, = -tttl and we may assume t1 is 
an up-pair. Let t’ be the appropriate basis vector of V@ P such that {t,, t’} is a 
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hyperbolic pair. Then t’ is a down-pair and if t’ does not occur as an .si, then 
Sl ...s,tl t2 is either 0 (if tr or t2 occurs in the product s,...s,) or, up to a sign 
change, an element of B(g) of length r+2. Suppose then t’ occurs as an s,. If 
t’= t2 then, using t’tl t’= 2t’ we have s, ... s,.tl t2 = 2s, ... S,E S( 4). Assume then 
t’f t,. If t2 occurs as an Sj then the product s1 . . ..s.t. t2 reduces to zero. Otherwise, 
(using t’t, = -t, t’+ 2), this product reduces to t-6, k26, where b, is 0 (if t, occurs 
as some Sj) or is an element of B(a) of length r+ 2, and b2 E B( e) has length r. 
At no point does the number of down-pairs occuring in any product drop below 
half the length, and at no point does an empty product of basis vectors occur. 0 
Let e,j denote the n x n matrix whose unique nonzero entry is 1 and occurs in 
position 0. Set d,(a) = I+ (a - l)eji for 0 #a E K and yi,(b) = I+ be, for i +j. Since 
we are assuming that the basis {u,, . . . , II,} for I/ is fixed, it is convenient to regard 
each of these matrices as a linear transformation V/-t I/. (Since matrices are acting 
‘On the right’, e;j : 1/+ b’sends uk to d;kVj.) Notice, d;(a) and Yv(b) are ‘elementary 
linear transformations’ in GL( V). 
The next result is useful for lifting orthogonal transformations in O(V@ P) 
which are of the form g 0 (gT))’ where g E GL( V) is one of the elementary trans- 
formations mentioned above. 
Lemma 3.4. Let i, j E { 1,2, . . . , n} and a,beK with a#O. Then 
hAa) = n 11 + t (a - l)(vk @fi)(u; @fk)l 
kfi 
is a lift for d,(a) @ (d,(a)T)m’ and 
xij(b) = v [I+ tb(Vk @fi)(Vj @.fk)l 
is a lift for yti(b) 0 (yu(b)T)-l. Moreover, 
h,(aa’) = hi(a for a, a’E KX 
and 
xti(b + b’) = xij(b)xij(b’) for 6, b’~ K. 
Proof. To lift the action of di(a) on V@ P first decompose V@ P as: 
V@ P=H, I . . . IF&Ii ... I H,, I X (H, does not occur) 
where Hk = K(Vk 0 fi) i K(Vi @ fk) for i # k is a hyperbolic plane. The 
d,(a) on Hk is 
uk Ofi H a-‘(Vk Ofi), 0, @fk y a(4 @fk) 
action of 
and d;(a) acts like the identity on X. This action is clearly the composite of n - 1 
actions each one of which having a lift described by Lemma 2.3(i). The product of 
these lifts is hi(a) so that hi(a) is a lift for the action d,(a) on V@ p. Notice that 
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the terms appearing in the product defining h,(a) commute so that h,(a) is well 
defined. For this same reason, the relation h,(aa’) = hi(a holds as it is easily 
checked ‘term by term’. 
To lift the action of xU(b), decompose V@ P as follows: 
where 
and 
Y=KViOfi+KViOfi+KVjOf,~KVjOfj 
X= c Kvk@f,. 
k,l#i,j 
Notice, wk I W, for k# 1, and the action Of ye(b) on wk iS 
uk @fi c uk @fi, vk@fjy - bV,&fi+vk@.& 
vi@fky ViOfk+bVjOfk, vj@fk- uj@fk. 
The action of _Yij(b) on Y is 
vi@fjH V;Ofj+bVjOfj-bViOfi-b2VjOfi, 
vj@fj- vj@fj-bvj@f;, 
hi @ fi ++ Vi @ fi + bVj OfiT 
Vj@fi- Vj@fi* 
The action on Y may be factored as a~( = ra) where o is given by 
viofj- Vi@fj-bVi@fi- +b2VjOfi, VjOfj- VjOfj, 
vi@fi++ ViOfi+bujOfiv VjOfi- vjOfi 
and T is given by 
viofjo ViOfj+bVjOfj-tb2VjOfi, Vj@fj” Vj@fj-bVj@hfi:, 
ViOfi- ViOfi, Vj@fi” Vj@fi. 
The action of o on Y lifts to 1+ tb(ViOfi)(VjOfi) while the action of 7 on Y lifts 
to 1 + +b(vj @ fi)(Vj @ fj) which may be checked directly using Lemma 2.2. (Notice 
((Vi@fi)(Vj@fi))2= ((Ujofi)(Ujofj))2=0.) The action of ye(b) on Wk for k#i,j 
lifts to 1 +tb(uk ofi)(Vjofk) by Lemma 2.3(ii). Each of these partial lifts com- 
mute with each other and their product is xij(b). Hence, the product defining x0(b) 
is well defined and lifts the action of yij(b) on V@ v. Moreover, as with the hi(a), 
the relation xij(b + 6’) =.qj(b)Xij(b’) follows by checking it ‘term by term’. 0 
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At this point, lifts have been found for a generating set of elements of the image 
of GL( V) in 0( V@ P). It remains to check that these lifts can be coherently put 
together to form a lifting homomorphism GL(I/) -r(V@ P). 
The main idea which made this work in Theorem B was the location of a single 
subspace S c C( V@ P) with the property that actions from GL( V) could be unique- 
ly lifted to the semigroup 1-t S. This fails in the present situation as no single 
subspace is evident. However, we do have n ! subspaces parameterized by the total 
orderings of { 1,2, . . . , n} (Lemma 3.3) for which lifts of some of the elements of 
GL(I/) may be found. The following corollary identifies how this may be done: 
Corollary 3.5. Let 4 be any total ordering of { 1,2, . . . , n}. Then for all b E K and 
for all i#j satisfying iaj we have Xij(b)El+S(+). If aEKX and lrirn, then 
a-‘h;(a) E 1 + S( 4) where I is the number of indices k satisfying i+ k. 
Proof. Fix i4 j and b E K. Then, for any k, at least one of Vk @f, or Vj @ fk is an 
4 -down-pair. As (Vk @ fi)(Vj @ fk) = -(Vj @ fk)(Vk ah), each factor appearing in 
the definition of x;j(b) (in Lemma 3.4) belongs to 1 + S(e), and hence Xij(b) E 
l+S(e) (Lemma 3.3). 
Now fix i and a E KX . For k#i We have (Vk @fi)(V; @ fk) = -(V; @ fk)(Vk of,) + 2 
and hence 
1 + +(a-l)(Vk @A)(V;@fk) = a- +(a-l)(V;@fk)(Vk@fr) 
= a(1 + +(a-’ -I)(& @fk)(uk@fi))- 
If kg i, the expression belongs to 1 + S( 9) while if iG k it belongs to aa (1 + S( g)). 
If 1 is the number of indices k satisfying ie k, then a-/h,(a) E 1+ S(e) readily 
follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let a, a’, b, c E K where a # 0 #a’. 
(i) For all j and k: hj(a)h,(a’) = hk(a’)hj(a). 
(ii) For all i, j and k where j # k: 
h,W’x,k(b)hi(a) = 
1 
Xjk (b) if i # j, k, 
Xjk(aP1b) if i =j, 
+(a@ if i = k. 
(iii) For all i, j, k and I where i # j, k # I and (i, j) # (I, k): 
xk, cc) if j # k and I # i, 
x;J(b)p’%(+Gj(b) = Xkt(C)Xit(-bc) if j = k, 
xk/(c)xkj (bc) if I = i. 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) may be proved together. Fix j and k and let Q be any total 
ordering of ( 1,2, . . . , n} for which jek. Also, let r, s and t be the number of indices 
I satisfying respectively iel, j4 I and k4 I. The last lemma implies that a-“hi(a) 
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and (a’))‘h,(a’) are the unique lifts lying in 1 +S(+) for the actions of dj(a) and 
dk(a’) on V@ I? Hence, their product (in either order) is the unique lift lying in 
1 + S( 9) for the action of dj(a)dk(a’) = dk(a’)dj(a). Part (i) now follows by drop- 
ping the common factor of ~~(a’))‘. 
The proof of (ii) follows exactly as for (i) using uniqueness of lifts and the fact 
that the relations are satisfied with d;(a) replacing hi(a) and Yjk(b) replacing Xjk(b). 
To prove (iii), select any total ordering of { 1,2, . . . , n} for which k+ I and i-+ j both 
hold. This is possible as (i, j) # (I, k). Then, all factors appearing in (iii) belong to 
1+ S(g). The relations in (iii) are satisfied with yij(b) replacing Xij(6) and ykl(c) 
replacing Q,(C) and so (iii) follows by uniqueness of lifts in 1 + S( <). 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let 4, and + be two total orderings of { 1,2, . . ..n} and let o be the 
unique permutation satisfying i Q, j if and only if (i)o -+(j)a for all i and j. Let 
P be the permutation matrix corresponding to o and let w E IJ V@ P) be any rift 
for the action of P on V@ p. Then 
w-‘s(9,)w = S(4,). 
Proof. The action of P in V@ P is given by P@ (Ppl)T = P@ P (since PT = P-l). 
In terms of the fixed basis, ui Of, is sent to uciIO 0 f~j,~ under this action. Since the 
determinant of this action is 1 (use the familiar formula for det P@ P), w lies in 
the even component of C( V @ P) and we have 
w-l(u, Ofj> w = u(i)o Of(,),. 
Thus, conjugation by w is an algebra homomorphism C( V @ P) + C( V @ P) per- 
muting the standard basis of V@ v, sending +,-down-pairs to +-down-pairs, 
et-up-pairs to e,-up-pairs and +t-neutral-pairs to +neutral-pairs. Hence, 
w-‘B( a,) w = B( +) and the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Fix m satisfying 1 <msn, and define WET’( V@ P) by setting w = 
h,(-1)x,-1,*(1)x,,,-1 (-1)x,-t,,(l). Then w has order 2 and conjugation by w 
exchanges h,_,(a) and h,(a) for aeK ‘, as well as ~,+~,,(b) and ~,,,~~(b) for 
b E K. If in addition m > 2, then w centralizes h,(a) and xij(b) for i, j< m - 2, i + j 
and exchanges x,,(b) and x,,_,(b) as well as ~,,~(b) and ~,_~,;(b) for i<m-2 
and a,bEK, a#O. 
Proof. h,(-1) has order 2, and conjugation by h,(-1) inverts each of the remain- 
ing factors appearing in the definition of w (by Lemma 3.6(ii)) so w2 = 1. Moreover, 
w is a lift for the action of 
P = d,(-l)y,~,,,(l)y,,,-,(-l)y,~~,,(1) 
which is the permutation matrix obtained by interchanging rows m - 1 and m of the 
identity matrix. 
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Let ~r be the standard ordering of { 1,2, . . . , n} and let 4z be the ordering corre- 
sponding to interchanging the roles of m and m-l in the standard ordering. By 
Corollary 3.5, u(-“-~+~)/z ,_,(a) is the unique lift in 1+ S(<<,) for the action of 
d,-,(a) and hence K(“~“+‘) w-‘I?,,_ r(a)w is the unique lift in 1 + S( +) for the 
action of P-‘d,,_,(a)P, by Lemma 3.7. By Corollary 3.5 again, this lift is 
a -(npm+l)hm(a) (the extra 1 appearing in the exponent as m-+m - 1). Cancelling 
the scalar, we conclude w exchanges h,+,(a) and h,(a). 
By Corollary 3.5 again and Lemma 3.7, WX,~,,,(~)W and x,,,_,(b) both belong 
to l+S(+) and are lifts for the action of Pu,_~,,(~)P=Y,,,~~(~). As w has 
order 2, we conclude w exchanges x,_,,,(b) and x,,,_,(6). 
Assume now m>2. By Corollary 3.5 each of an~‘hi(a), X;j(b), X,,_,(b) and 
x,,,(b) belong to (1 + S( et)) n (1 + S( -+)) for i,js m - 2 and i #j. Using uniqueness 
of lifts again, the h;(a) and Xij(b) are centralized by w while w exchanges x;,,,_,(6) 
and x,,(b). 
For the very last part of the lemma, notice that x,_ r, ,(b) and x,,,(b) both belong 
to (1 + S( 4;)) n (1 + S( 4;)) for is m - 2 where a’ denotes the opposite ordering of 
4. As w normalizes this intersection we conclude that w exchanges x,_ ,,i(b) and 
x,,i(b) using uniqueness of lifts again. q 
Lemma 3.9. Let 1 <m<n and define w as in Lemma 3.8. Then 
wx,-,,,(l)w = x,-,,,(l)wh,(-l)x,~,,,(l) 
and if m>2, then 
wx,~l,,~2(1)X,-l,m(l)W 
Proof. By the previous lemma, w has order 2 and 
wxm~l,,(l)w = xm,,-l(l). 
The first equation now follows by solving for x,,+,(l) =xm,+ r(- 1))’ in the 
original definition of w. For m >2, we have 
wx,-1,,-2(1)X,~I,m(l)W 
= x,-1,,~2(1)WX,-l,m(l)w 
xm ~~2(1).x,-,,,,l(l)wh,(-l)x,~,,, 
= h,_,(-l)x,,,~2(1)x,,_~,m(-l)wx~_l,m(l) (Lemmas 3.8 and 3.6(ii)) 
=h,-,(-l)x,-,,,(-l)x,,,~,(l)x,~,,,_,(l)wx,_,,,(l) (Lemma 3.6(iii)) 
= h,~,(-l)x,~,,,(-l)x,-,,,~,(l)wx,-,,,,,-,(l)x,-,,,(l) 
(Lemmas 3.6(iii) and 3.8). 0 
Notice that the next result is Theorem C if dim V=n is even. 
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Theorem 3.10. There exists a homomorphism @ : GL,(K) -+ r(V@ P) such that 
Q(g) is a lift for g 0 (gT)-’ E 0( V@ P) for all g E CL,(K). 
Proof. We prove explicitly that 0 can be chosen so that @(y;,(b)) =xij(b) for i#j 
and b E K, and @(di(a)) = h;(a) for all i and aE KX. Clearly, there is at most one 
such homomorphism. 
For 1 <m I n, let GL,, 5 GL,(K) denote the image of the natural map GL,(K) + 
GL,(K) given by A H [A I]. Assume a homomorphism @, _ 1 : GL, _ , + r( V @ P) 
exists for which @m_l(dj(a)) = hi(a) and @,_ ,(_~~(b)) =xjj(b) whenever i,jl m - 1 
and i#j. This is certainly true when m - 1 = 1 by Lemma 3.4. Define 
where missing entries are zero matrices of the appropriate size and I denotes the 
identity (n - m) x (n - m) matrix (inserted when m < n). Let H, be the subgroup of 
H corresponding to u = 0 E K(mp’)x ‘, and let E be the subgroup of H correspon- 
ding to A = I (the (m - 1) x (m - 1) identity matrix) and a = 1. Then H, is the direct 
product of GL,,- 1 and KX and H is the semidirect product of H, and E. By Lem- 
ma 3.6(i), (ii), @,_,(GL,,_,) is centralized by h,(a) for aEKX and so GrnP, can be 
extended to Ho by sending d,,(a) to h,(a). Denote this extension again by Gm_, . 
By Lemma 3.6(iii), there is an embedding t,u : EA r( V@ P) which satisfies 
W(ui,,(b)) =x;,,,(b) for is m - 1 and b E K. By the other parts of that same lemma, 
we have: 
~,,,~l(h)~‘ly(e)~,,-I(h) = @,-i(h-‘eh) 
for h E H, and e E E (as this equation may be checked on the generators for H, and 
E). Hence, the map hew ~$,_~(h)y(e) is an extension of om_, to H=H,E. 
Let P be the permutation matrix obtained by interchanging rows m - 1 and m of 
the identity and define w E~(V@ P) as in Lemma 3.8. As noted in the proof of 
Lemma 3.8, w is a lift for the action of P on V@ p. Notice 
GL,=HUH.P.H 
as GL, is 2-transitive in its natural action on the l-dimensional subspaces of 
K lx m, the stabilizer of K(0, . . . , 1) being H. Let 
L={ LB i i I 1 ,BEGL,,_JK), o, wEK(mm2)X1, a, beKx]. 
(If m = 2, omit any reference to B, u, w.) Then L = H fl HP. If m > 2, H has three 
orbits in its action on the l-dimensional subspaces of K’ XM represented by 
K(0, . . . , l), K(0, . . . , 1, 1) and K(0, . . . , 1, 1,l). For m =2, H has two such orbits, 
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represented by the first two subspaces only. Set yo= 1, y1 =y,_i,,(l) and if m >2, 
Y2=Ym~~,m-z(l)Ym~~,m(l). 
The relation 
&-#-VP) = W@,_i(l)W (/EL) 
follows by checking it on a set of generators for L, using Lemma 3.8. Since 
PY,P=Y,-1,,(1).P~~,(-l)Y,-1,,(1) 
and for m>2, 
are easily checked by multiplying out matrices, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied (using x= P). Hence, @,+i : H+r(V@ P) extends to a unique homo- 
morphism @, : CL, -+ r( I’@ P) satisfying e,(P) = w. Hence, @,(y,, ,(b)) = 
~,(P.y,_,,;(b).P)=w~,_,,~(b)w=x,,;(6) for bEKand ilm-1 (by the last part 
of Lemma 3.8). 
The theorem now follows easily by induction. 0 
Proof of Theorem C. Let @ : CL(V) -r(V@ P) be the homomorphism con- 
structed in Theorem 3.10 which lifts the natural map GL(V) --f 0( V@ P). If 
dim V=n is even, there is nothing more to prove so assume n is odd. 
Now pin&( V@ P) = ker NE where NE : r( V@ P) + KX is the norm map satisfy- 
ing N&(U) = &u2 = cb@ (u, U) for anisotropic u in V@ P. (This is all that is needed 
concerning NE here. For more details, see section 2 of [4].) It is easy to work out 
that the N&-norm of each of the n - 1 factors of hi(a) appearing in Lemma 3.4 is 
a. Hence N’@;(a)) = a”-’ = (det di(a))“-’ for all a E Kx . The N&-norm of each fac- 
tor of Xij(b) (also appearing in Lemma 3.4) is 1 SO N’(Xij(b)) = 1 = (det y;j(b))“-’ for 
all b E K. Hence 
N&(@(g)) = (det g)“-’ for all g E GL( I’). 
Since n - 1 is even, we may define @e(g) = (det g)-(“-“‘2@(g) so that &, : GL( V) + 
pin”(V@ P) is a homomorphism which lifts GL(V) + O(V@ P). It remains only 
to prove that ker Go contains all scalar matrices. However, for ae KX, c#+,(al) = 
&M(a) ... &(a)) = a- n(n-1)‘2hl(a) ... h,(a) = 1. The last equality follows from the 
product formula for hi(a) (Lemma 3.4) together with the identity 
11-t 3(a-l)(o;OJ;)(ujO~fi)l[l+ 3(a-l>(ujOfi)(uiO_.@l = a 
which holds for all a E K x and all i#j. Hence, the natural map GL( V) + 0( I/ @ P) 
factors through a map PGL( V) + pin&( I/ 0 P) as was to be shown. q 
We remark that the extra conclusions appearing in the statement of Theorem C 
when II is odd are not valid for even n. To see this, assume K contains a primitive 
nth root of 1, say a, where n is even. If @ : GL,(K) -Z(V@ P) is the lift con- 
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strutted above, then @(al) = Q(‘;) = - 1, and as aZ is in the commutator subgroup of 
GL,(K), the natural map PGL,(K) + 0( V@ P) cannot lift. Now every lift of 
CL,(K) + O( V 0 P) to GL,(K) -+ r( V 0 P> must send al to - 1, and so by con- 
sidering even roots of a, no lift can map into pin+( V@ P) or pin (V@ P). The 
fact that -1 must occur in the range of any lift also shows that this image cannot 
be contained in 1 +S for any subspace S of the Clifford algebra satisfying S tlK= 
(0). Thus, the ‘subspace approach’ which worked for V@ Pcannot be carried over 
to VOV. 
4. Conclusion 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorems A, B and C. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite group and let x be any ordinary or Brauer character 
(in characteristic p # 2) of G. If x is afforded by an orthogonal representation then 
h(x +x”) = 1 and h(x) = h(xU) where ~7 is any field automorphism with the proper- 
ty that o is a p-power map on p’-roots of 1 if x is a Brauer character. For arbitrary 
x we have h(x+X) = 1 and h(xX) = 1. Moreover, the last relation also holds in 
G/ker(xR) if x(1) is odd. 
The restriction on (3 when x is a Brauer character ensures that x0 is a Brauer 
character, and that o corresponds to an automorphism of a splitting field in 
characteristic p for G, so that Theorem A becomes applicable. The relation 
h(x) = h(x”) follows directly from h(x +x”) = 1 by using [3, Lemma 6.71 for or- 
dinary characters and [4, Theorem 6.61 for Brauer characters (using det x = det x”). 
It should be noted that h is not generally a homomorphism. 
The relation h(xx) = 1 can be used to give an alternate proof of Theorem 3.1 of 
[4], avoiding a messy ‘generators and relations’ argument. The result itself is 
useful for controling the ‘error term’ h A,fl= h(A +,a) in the relation h(x+ I,V) = 
h(X)h(Y’)hdetX,detW. 
Theorem 4.2. (Gagola [4, Theorem 3.11). Let x be the character afforded by an 
orthogonal representation of G and assume x(1) = 2. Let N= ker x. If x reduces, 
assume G/N= C, x C,. Then h(x) = 1 if and only if [N, G] < G’ fl N. 
Proof. The easy direction is h(x) = 1 3 [N, G] < G’ Il N and will not be reproduced. 
Suppose then [N, G] <G’ fl N. There is no harm in factoring out [N, G], and 
hence we may assume NC??(G). If x is irreducible, it must be real valued of ‘type 
1’ as in the sense of [5, Corollary 4.151. An examination of the primitive linear 
groups of degree 2 (e.g. [5, Theorem 14.231) shows that in each case the resulting 
character is either complex valued, or else real of ‘type 2’. Hence, x is imprimitive. 
(Equivalently, the two isotropic subspaces of dimension 1 must be permuted by G, 
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and the imprimitivity follows.) Let H= ker(det x) and notice N c H c G, j G : H ) = 2 
and x= I’ if A is a constituent of xH. These remarks are also valid in case x 
reduces. 
Fix xeG-H. The map h- [h, ] x is an endomorphism of the abelian group H 
with image G’ and kernel containing N. As IN: G’N 1 =2, the hypothesis [N, G] < 
G’nN implies /G’l> IH: N1 and hence equality holds, and G’ fl N has order 2. 
If Irr(H) denotes the set of irreducible characters of 
1 = 1 H : G’ 1 = 1 N 1. Thus, f is surjective and 0 E Irr(H) may be selected so that 
@I” is a constituent of x 1 H. With I,Y = BG, we have 
~~=eGeG=(e.(8+Bx))G=(i+eex)G= l+detX+X 
and h(x)= 1 follows. 0 
Clearly, the regular K[G]-module has a natural G-invariant symmetric bilinear 
form (the group G itself being an orthonormal basis). The relation h(~ + 2) = 1 may 
be used to answer when this module may be used to determine a nontrivial element 
in M(G). 
Theorem 4.3. Let x be the regular character of G. Then h(x) # 1 if and only if a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G is abelian of rank 2. 
Proof. Let SE Syl,(G). If S is abelian of rank 2, then [3, Theorem 1.31 implies 
h(x)+ 1. 
Assume then S is not rank 2 abelian. As x Is is an odd multiple of the regular 
character of S, we may assume G = S. Then, applying [3, Lemma 6.71 and relations 
of the form h(t,u + I,V) = 1 shows that h(x) = h(/l) where A is the regular character of 
the Frattini factor group S/@(S). If S/@(S) has order 2 8, then h(A) = 1 follows by 
[4, Theorem 3.31 while if S/@(S) has order 52, then S is cyclic and h(x) = h(A) E 
M(S)=(l). 
Suppose then S is a 2-generated group, and so S’# 1 by hypothesis. An easy 
group-theoretic argument shows [G(S), S] <S’. But then, by the last result above, 
h(A, +&) = 1 where A1 and 1, are any two distinct linear characters of order 2. 
Then 
h(A) = h(l+~,+&+~l&) = h(A,+l,) = 1 
follows. 0 
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